
The future of television 
and media:  

the next 5 years 
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Natives

Digital 
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One of the biggest challenges for television



“The greatest danger in times of turbulence is not the 
turbulence, itself, but to act with yesterday’s logic” 

*Peter Drucker



“Successful disrupters are people who are capable of an active 
imagination. They begin reimagining their world by reframing the 
problem in a way no one had framed it before.” Malcolm Gladwell 

Reimagine 
Reframe 
Rethink 

Redo















Are you digitally contestable?



Automated advertising is certain, and will have huge impact on TV



☯
“Broadbanding"

Broadcasting 



Multi-channel everything, anyone, anywhere





“Software is eating the world” (Marc Andreessen)
Inevitable transfer of value from traditional companies to software companies 



There will 20+ major OTT brands; dozens of others



Broadcast 
& ’FTA’

Cable & 
Satellite

Cloud 
(+ social 
+ mobile)

The evolution of visual entertainment



The wider the choices the more we need filters and guides





The future is OTT. When, how, who?



Films, TV, Music, Print: from Unit 
Economy to Access Economy



When content becomes disembodied…
Source: TheAtlantic.com

…added values and new generatives are needed



Digital hyper-efficiency lowers the prices 
for users, reduces per unit revenue. A lot.



OTT: ’Not being sold’ matters, again



Kevin Spacey’s message: give control, receive $



Breaking (outmoded) rules is essential



Customer Delight is irresistible



Pursue, Co-create, support, exploit Network Effects



Key areas in the next 5 years…



http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/

Continuing acceleration of 
exponential technologies 

riding on top of Moore's law



Increasing Convergence of 
Industries: Telecom, Media, 
Social, Search, Advertising

! Food-Chain Conflicts !



Think ‘Arena’ not industry



TV’s future: exploit ’convergent outcomes’



Social Media: a huge role in the Future of TV



Social TV: the return of conversation
http://www.theguardian.com/tv-and-radio/2014/apr/12/10-viewing-trends-for-2014-future-tv-twitter-youtube-amazon



Branded Content OTT Channels



TV News: going multi-platform, converging



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Being great with Data is becoming a key requirement in media





Crucial: big data does not add value unless the ecosystem is ready



Locked LiquidLoose
Liquid. Fluid. Networked. Collaborative. Resilient.



Not 
Liquid



http://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2014/10/buy-experiences/381132

Information Society Experience Society



Thanks for your time! 
Now, let’s talk


